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Abst ract - -We present a polynomial time algorithm for computing the refined Buneman tree, 
thereby making it applicable for tree reconstruction  large data sets. The refined Buneman tree 
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the practical advantage that it is typically more refined. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a finite set, and let 7)(X) denote the set of distance functions on X,  that  is, the set of 
symmetr ic  functions d : X 2 -* R that  are zero on the diagonal. An X-tree is a graph theoret ical  
tree T = (V, E)  together with a labell ing L : X ~ V such that  all of the vertices in V - L(X) 
have degree at least three [1,2]. An X- t ree  together with an edge weighting w : E --~ R>0 induces 
an associated istance function on X:  the distance between x E X and y E Y is taken to be 
the sum of the weights w(e) over all edges e in the unique path in T connecting vert ices L(x) 
and L(y). Any distance function arising in this way is called a tree distance, and we denote the 
set of all tree metrics on X by T(X).  
An impor tant  problem in phylogenetic analysis is to approx imate distances (such as those 
arising from biomolecular data)  by tree metrics, and many various methods have been found for 
at tack ing this (see [3,4] for surveys). We investigate this problem by looking for a tree construction 
map, that  is, a map ¢ : Z)(X) --* 7)(X),  with ¢(:D(X)) C T(X),  which satisfies the following 
propert ies.  
(R1) ¢[~rCX) = Idt:r(x). 
(R2) The map ~ is continuous. 
(R3) The map ¢ is homogeneous, i.e., ¢(Ad) -- A¢(d), for d E Z)(X), and A > 0. 
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(R4) The map ¢ is equivariant, i.e., ¢(d ~) = (¢ o d) ~ for all T in the permutation group of X 
and d e D(X), where d~(x,y) = d(T(X),r(y)) for all x,y e X. 
(Rh) If d E T)(X), then ¢(d) can be computed in time that is polynomial in IX]. 
Requirements (R1)-(Rh) are chosen since they are desirable in biological applications. For 
example, (R4) can be rephrased as requiring that the tree construction method does not depend 
on the order in which the taxa set X is processed--a property that does not hold for the popular 
Neighbor Joining method, for example. (See [5-7] for more details.) 
In [8], Buneman gives a method for tree construction that satisfies (R1)-(Rh). However, "the 
price paid for continuity", as Buneman puts it, is that the resulting tree is often highly unresolved. 
In [5], the Buneman construction is modified in an attempt o address this problem. The resulting 
construction is called the refined Buneman tree and is shown to satisfy (R1)-(R4). However it is 
not shown whether (Rh) holds for this construction or not 1. In this note, we fill in this gap and 
present an algorithm for computing the refined Buneman tree in polynomial time. 
2. BUNEMAN TREES 
Given an X-tree T = (V, E, L), an edge e E E induces a split of X (that is, a bipartition of X 
into two nonempty subsets) in a natural way: we say that x, y are in the same element of a split 
if the unique path in T from L(x) to L(y) does not traverse . Clearly, the splits associated 
to an X-tree are pairwise compatible: for each pair of splits {U, V}, {U', V'} at least one of the 
intersections U M U t, U M V ~, V N U t, V M V ~ is empty. We call a set of splits compatible if they 
are pairwise compatible. One can always associate a unique X-tree to a compatible set of splits 
of X [8]. This X-tree can be constructed in time linear in I X] and the number of splits [10]. From 
here on, we will not necessarily differentiate between a compatible set of splits and the unique 
X-tree associated to it. 
In [8], Buneman actually presents a method for associating a tree-metric to a distance d on X: 
Define the Buneman score of a quartet q = ab I cd, a, b, c, d E X to be 
1 
Zq = ~ab] cd := ~(min{ac + bd, ad + bc} - (ab + cd)), 
where xy := d(x, y) for x, y E X, and the Buneman index of a split a = {U, V} of X to be 
#~ = #¢(d) = min ~ '  I vv'. 
u,u'EU, v,vtEV 
Here u and u ~ need not be distinct; likewise for v and v'. Buneman shows that the set of splits 
B(d) := {a I #~(d) > 0} 
is compatible. We define the Buneman tree to be the weighted X-tree associated to B(d), with 
the edge corresponding to the split a weighted by pc(d) for all a E B(d). The map which 
associates the Buneman tree to a distance function satisfies (R1)-(Rh) given in the introduction. 
For a general distance d, the cardinality of B(d) tends to be small, in which case the Buneman 
tree is highly unresolved. It was shown in [5] that a special relaxation of the condition #~ > 0 
also gives a set of compatible splits. Put n := IX[ and let a = {U, V} be a split of X. We assume 
n > 4. If a is nontrivial, that is [UI, IVI > 1, then define 
:= {uu'l : u, u' u, u # u', v, v' V, # v'}. 
If a is trivial then, without loss of generality, we have IUI = 1 and we define 
:= {uu I vv' : u e U, v, e V, # ¢}. 
1Note that the algorithm currently used for computing the refined Buneman tree in the phylogenetic analysis 
program SPLITSTREE [9] has exponential time complexity. 
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PROPOSITION 2. I f  d is a distance function on X, then 
B(d) = N Bz(d). 
xEX 
PROOF. For all.x, we have B(d) C_ B~(d), so that B(d) c_ MxcxBx(d). To see the reverse 
inclusion, note that if {U, V} ~ B(d), then there is some quartet uu' I vv' such that u, u' E U, 
v, v' E V, and fluu'lvv, <- O. It follows that {U, V} ¢~ Bu(d), and so {U, V} ¢ MxexBx(d), which 
completes the proof. 1 
4. A POLYNOMIAL  ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRUCTING RB(d) 
The algorithm ANCHOREDBUNEMAN utilizes a useful property of the Buneman tree anchored 
at x: if {U, V} is a split in Bx(d), y E X - {x} and y E U, then {U - {y}, V} is in Bx(dix_{y}), 
where d[x-{u} is the distance d restricted to (X - {y}). The same property does not hold for 
the refined Buneman tree. We therefore require a different reduction step. First note that when 
I X] = 4, and d is a distance on X then, by definition, B(d) = RB(d). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that [X[ > 4, and fix x E X. I ra  = {U, V} is a split in RB(d) with 
x E U, and [U[ > 2, then either {V, V} E Bx(d) or {V - {x}, V} E RB(d[x_{~}) or both. 
PROOF. Suppose that [U[ > 2 and that a is not contained in B~(d), that is, there exists a quartet 
xu I vv' in Q(a) such that f/~, I.v' -< 0. Put 5 -- {U - {x}, V}, so that # is a split of X - {x}. 
We claim that ~¢ < ~.  
Let qx,q2,...,qIQ(a)l be an ordering of Q(5) such that 1 _< i _< j _< [Q(5)[ implies that 
f~q~ _< flq~. Since x ¢ X - {x}, we have xu [ vv' ~ Q(5). Let Q* be the set of (n - 3) quartets 
{ql, q2, . . . ,  qn-4} U {xu [ vv'}. Then, by the definition of ~#, we have 
(n - 4 )~ =/Jq, + f~q2 +""  + f~q.-4 
= ~ f~q 
qEQ* -{xulvv'} 
qEQ* 
qEQ* 
where the last inequality holds because f~x, I~v' -< 0. 
As ]U] > 2, we clearly have Q(5) c Q(a) and Q* c_ Q(a). Therefore, 
qeQ* . ZC_Q(a),lZl=n-3 
= (n - 3 )~,  
from which it follows that ~ > ~,  thus proving the claim. 
Since a E RB(d), we have ~ > 0, and since ~ > ~,  we must also have ~ > 0, and therefore, 
b E RB(d[x_{x}). I 
We now present an iterative algorithm for computing the set of splits RB(d) for a distance d, 
based on the reduction step obtained in the last proposition. Assume that I X] > 4, and order 
X -- {Xl,... ,xn}. Put Xk -- {Xl,... ,xk}, k = i,... ,n, and let dk denote d restricted to Xk. 
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Algorithm REFINEDBUNEMAN(X,d) 
1. Construct he list Qx of all possible quartets on X, sorted accord- 
ing to their Buneman score Babied. 
2. Let £4 := B(d4) 
3. For k from 5 to n do 
4. Let 
sk  :=  {{{x , ,  xk  },  xk  - : i = 1 , . . . ,  k - 1}  u Xk  - 
, 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
end. 
For every split {U, V} in Sk_ 1 do 
Add the splits {U U {xk}, V} and {U, V U {xk}} to Sk. 
end(For every split) 
Construct B~ k (dk) and add in all of these splits to Sk. 
Remove from Sk all those splits a E £k with p~ < 0. 
end (For k). 
Output RB(d) = £n and {~ : ~ E £n}. 
The correctness of this algorithm follows from Proposition 3. The splits {U, V} E RB(dk) with 
xk E U and IUI < 2 are included in Step 4. We now show that this algorithm takes polynomial 
time in n :-- IXI. 
THEOREM 4. Ifd is a distance on X and n > 4, then the algorithm REFINEDBUNEMAN constructs 
the re/~ned Buneman tree in at most O(n 6) time. 
PROOF. Step 1 takes O(n 4 log n) time, and Step 2 takes only constant ime. We now consider 
the steps within the loop consisting of Steps 3-10, for 4 < k < n. 
In Step 4, £k is initialized to contain exactly k splits, taking O(k) time. Steps 5-7 add two 
splits to £k for every split in Sk_ 1. Since £k-1 is compatible, this is at most O(k) extra splits. 
In Step 8, we use the algorithm ANCHOREDBUNEMAN to construct Bx~ (dk) in O(k a) time. Since 
Bz~ (dk) is compatible, it contains at most O(k) splits and Step 8 adds at most O(k) splits to Sk. 
Thus, after Steps 4-8, Sk contains at most O(k) splits. 
In Step 9, we have to calculate the refined Buneman indices of the O(k) splits in Sk. This 
we do in O(kn a) t ime as follows. For each split a E Sk, proceed in ascending order through the 
list Qx until n - 3 of the quartets in Q(a) have been encountered. Use these n - 3 quartets to 
calculate the refined Buneman index for a. As there are O(n 4) quartets in Qx, this takes O(n 4) 
t ime for each split, and since there are O(k) splits, we require O(kn 4) time. 
Collecting these facts together, we see that each iteration of the loop consisting of Steps 3-10 
takes O(k + 1 + k 4 + kn 4) = O(kn 4) time. Thus, since we iterate this loop n - 4 times, the 
algorithm takes at most O(n °) time. | 
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